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ABSTRACT
A variety of debates that surrounded the opening of the Australian Forestry School
at Canberra in 1927 illuminate the divergent beliefs about forestry education
and conservation policy that many British imperial and Australian foresters and
politicians held during the 1910s–1940s. A controversial English-born forester,
Charles Edward Lane Poole, lobbied for the School’s creation and headed it for
many years. The Commonwealth Government supported the School throughout
the 1920s–1940s amidst a variety of financial hardships and state criticisms.
Many leading foresters throughout the British Empire who were born outside of
Australia supported the School. But many professionally trained foresters and
Australian politicians who had been born in Australia were more ambivalent or
critical of the School. This article traces these contentious debates throughout
the years leading up to and following the creation of the Australian Forestry
School.
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INTRODUCTION
A commentator on Australian politics in 1936 wrote that, ‘Australia is still
a country of competing loyalties. The State, Commonwealth, and Empire all
command allegiance’.1 Nowhere were these competing identities more evident
than in the beginning years of the Australian Forestry School at Canberra from
1927–1945. The Bruce-Page led Commonwealth Government (1923–29) provided the initial funding and support for the opening of the federal Forestry School
at Canberra in 1927. Charles Edward Lane Poole, a controversial forester born
in England, most actively lobbied for the creation of the federal School based
upon his British imperial and European conceptions of forestry education. This
paper argues that more than any single person, Lane Poole helped create the
Commonwealth funded Forestry School in Canberra, but almost paradoxically,
he hindered its success. A variety of Australian foresters and politicians, who
were loyal to their states and different educational backgrounds, fought against
many of Lane Poole’s nationalist and imperial oriented policies. A confluence of
imperial, national and state events led to the creation of the Australian Forestry
School, but state resistance, especially from Victoria and New South Wales,
helped lead the School into political and economic problems during the 1930s
and early 1940s.
The historiography on the Australian Forestry School is minuscule; there is
not even one scholarly article or a full chapter written about the School. The one
popular book that has been written about the School was published for a reunion
and was framed within a professional and national perspective.2 This corresponds
to early nationalist interpretations of the School. Most Australian forestry and
conservation historiography before the late 1980s emphasised Australia’s national distinctiveness.3 Australian professional foresters who were usually loyal
to their collegial, national and professional affiliations wrote the preponderance
of Australian forestry histories.4 During the same period historians outside of
Australia failed to take notice of the School because the subject of Australian
forestry remained primarily of national interest. Scholars during the late 1980s
and early 1990s increasingly framed the history of Australian forestry within an
imperial and global context, emphasising Australia’s contact with British India,
South Africa, New Zealand, Japan, the United Kingdom and the United States
of America.5 Historians have yet to substantially re-integrate the history of the
Australian Forestry School within this global framework.6
CREATING THE AUSTRALIAN FORESTRY SCHOOL IN THE IMAGE
OF EMPIRE
One cannot understand the Australian Forestry School only from a national or
state perspective. The opening of the Australian Forestry School in Canberra in
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1927 was undoubtedly a result of the wider expansion of forestry conservation
laws and science, often described as ‘empire forestry’, which spread around the
British Empire in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.7 Forestry
became a popular British colonial state programme throughout the British Empire in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries after the India Office,
with the help of German foresters, enacted the 1865 and 1878 Forestry Acts,
founded the Indian Forest Service and established a forestry school at Royal
Engineering College at Cooper’s Hill in 1885.8 British imperial forestry programmes borrowed many of their central scientific, legal and political tenets
from European forestry: most British imperial foresters stressed a federal forestry policy, advocated sending foresters to national forestry schools and tried
to create an espirit de corps among forest officers.9 British imperial governors
and foresters influenced by German and French forestry management systems
sought to manage forest ‘resources’ through the ‘rational’ scientific application
of sylviculture and short and long-term economic calculations to maximise the
yields of forests.10
Foresters who worked in the British Empire learned these European beliefs
about forestry as students at a variety of European and British forestry schools.
The vast majority of forestry students who worked in the British Empire during
the early twentieth century studied at one of three colleges: L’École Nationale
des Eaux et Forêts in Nancy, France, The Royal Engineering College at Cooper’s Hill and Oxford University. Students at Cooper’s Hill and Oxford received
a similar education. A German forester, William Schlich, taught nearly every
forestry student of the India Office who graduated from Cooper’s Hill and Oxford University between 1885 and 1918.11 Schlich believed that forestry laws
and conservation programmes should be national, forestry should be profitable
as well as sustainable and forestry science was the application of universal
economic and scientific rules to particular conditions. Empire foresters who
studied in the French tradition, such as D.E. Hutchins or Lane Poole, sought the
nationalisation of forestry policy based upon the Forest Code of 1669, favoured
an abstract and universal view of scientific forestry and stressed a rigid social
hierarchy among the various ranks of foresters.12 German, French and British
schools taught students to strive for uniformity and probability, which the state
could then use to manage its environment and populations.13
The differing political, social and economic conditions of the British colonies
that started forestry programmes during the late nineteenth and early twentieth
century led to the creation of a variety of forestry laws and departments that
were often vastly different from the academic ideal.14 Many Europeans and
non-Europeans rejected and resisted the attempted appropriation of the choicest
forests by forestry departments.15 Indians and the Burmese frequently resisted
forestry laws by burning forests and disregarding grazing and collecting laws.16
Nigerian and Gold Coast indigenous landholders effectively resisted the attempts by colonial officials to implement a forestry legal system based upon
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the example of India between 1870–1916.17 Great Britain finally implemented a
conservation programme based upon colonial models, the Forestry Act of 1919,
after the end of World War I.18
Controversy and resistance also marred the creation of forestry schools
throughout the British Empire. These debates often reflected the divide over
foresters who sought to ‘professionalise’ forestry by emphasising theory over
practice and foresters who believed that experience and practice were more important to foresters than abstract knowledge. Dietrich Brandis’s proposal in 1865
to send British forestry students to Europe before coming to India drew heated
debate from Indian civil servants who believed that foresters needed to learn
about forestry in the forests of India, not in the books and forests of Europe.19
Foresters in India continually disagreed with foresters in Britain about the best
educational methods throughout the early twentieth century.20 Other debates
reflected political and institutional rivalries. Many foresters and university and
government officials complained about the creation of the Oxford University
forestry programme in 1904 because they wanted it to remain at Cooper’s Hill
or move to Cambridge University.21 The Australian Forestry School proved to
be as equally divisive as its British and Indian counterparts.
Australia did not fit perfectly within the empire forestry ideal espoused
during the early nineteenth century: it lacked a national forestry policy, had no
national forestry school and any esprit de corps that existed among foresters
was more often regional than national or imperial in its allegiance. The condition of Australian forestry was a product of Australia’s distinct geography and
social and political history. Historic and geographic conditions of Australian
settlement led to the formation of six distinct colonies with their own regional
identities.22 The economies and politics of each colony depended largely upon
their unique climates, ecologies and geographies.23 State Governments and local business elites controlled access to forests, which were more often seen as
ideal areas for settlement and the establishment of agriculture than as long-term
forest reserves.24
The possibility for federal unity in forestry policy during the 1910s and
1920s remained limited. The Commonwealth Government received the powers of controlling taxation, foreign relations, military, currency and foreign
immigration for the states, but forests inside of states remained in the control
of the states.25 States shifted forestry laws and jurisdictions from department
to department because of the lack of federal coordination.26 But the delayed
development of forestry conservation schemes in Australia did not necessarily
mean that Australians cared less about forests than in other British colonies:
Australians discussed conservation schemes for climatic and economic purposes
similar to other British colonies.27 Australia had no federal forestry programme
because it lacked the stronger federal control that had allowed India, Burma and
South Africa to create national forestry policies.
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The year 1916 witnessed the beginning of a sustained critique on Australian
forestry by two British-born foresters, David Ernest Hutchins and the aforementioned Lane Poole. David Hutchins was an influential British forester who
studied forestry at Nancy, worked in India, travelled around as a forestry advisor
for the Colonial Office in British Africa and Cyprus, and visited Australia in
1914 on behalf of the British Association for the Advancement of Science. 28
The subsequent publication about his visit, A Discussion of Australian Forestry
With Special Reference to Western Australia, offered a strong critique of state
forestry policies for the Australian states. He suggested that Australia needed
a federal forestry policy and a federal system of forestry education. Hutchins
confidently predicted the creation of a national forestry school: ‘In the natural
course of events a Federal Forestry School will be established in Australia’. In
reality the creation of the Australian Forestry School turned out to be anything
but ‘natural’.29
Lane Poole arrived as the Conservator of the forests of Western Australia
that same year. The Western Australian Government hired Lane Poole upon the
recommendation of Hutchins after his visit. When Lane Poole arrived in Western
Australia in 1916, he brought with him his experience as a forester of the British
Empire. After successfully passing a Colonial Office exam, he earned a scholarship that allowed him to study forestry at Nancy, from where he graduated in
1906. Upon graduation, the Colonial Office assigned him to work as a forester
in South Africa under the guidance of D.E. Hutchins. After working in South
Africa, Lane Poole soon quit his job because the recently elected Prime Minster
General Louis Botha appointed Afrikaners that Lane Poole believed were unfit
foresters to his posting at Woodbush in the Transvaal, and because Poole felt
that Botha was more interested in creating plantations than conserving existing
forests. Lane Poole then transferred jobs through the Colonial Office to British
Sierra Leone, where he wrote reports, collected botanical specimens and built up
a small forestry department. Because of the tropical climate, Lane Poole lived
apart from his recently married Irish wife. When in 1916 he received an offer
from the Western Australian Government to be the Conservator of Forests, he
jumped at the opportunity to move to the more salubrious Australian climate
where he and his wife could live together.30
THE FOUNDING OF THE AUSTRALIAN FORESTRY SCHOOL AT
CANBERRA
Lane Poole began lobbying for the creation of a national forestry policy and a
corresponding national forestry school soon after he arrived in Western Australia
in 1916. He agreed with the beliefs of his mentor, Hutchins, that Australian
forestry policy should be coordinated at a national level when the states proved
‘unable’ to manage their forests in the ways scientifically trained foresters deemed
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fit. 31 A national forestry school was the centrepiece of Lane Poole’s plan to create a national policy. Representing the Western Australian Government at the
1916 inter-State forestry conference, he suggested that Australia should create
a national forestry school in New South Wales, the state with the widest variety
of forest types within close proximity.32 His national forestry school proposal
was not new.
Australian foresters had been discussing the creation of a national forestry
school before Lane Poole’s arrival. As was the case throughout the rest of the
British Empire, foresters in Australia sought to create a forestry education facility
that would train foresters who could help develop Australia’s forests for economic
growth and, to a lesser degree, to protect forests for climate control.33 Norman
Jolly, then the forestry lecturer at the University of Adelaide, first introduced
the possibility of creating a national forestry school at the 1911 Inter-State Conference on Forestry.34 Conference attendees at the First Inter-State conference
agreed that Australia needed a higher quality system of forestry education. But
the somewhat grand ideals of state fellowship became bogged down in a myriad
of problems: who would pay for this school, where would it be situated, who
would teach, who would study at it and what would be taught there?
Australia had two state forestry schools in 1916. Creswick Forestry School
in Victoria opened in 1910 and aimed at training ‘practical’ forestry rangers, not
‘theoretical’ forestry officers.35 This School supplied the bulk of forest rangers
and officers that worked for the Government of Victoria. The University of
Adelaide provided a more theoretical and research oriented forestry education.
In 1911 the University of Adelaide funded a lecturer of forestry who helped
educate the majority of foresters for South Australia and many of the other
states.36 Lane Poole and Hutchins believed that neither of the schools provided
adequate resources for the development of a national forestry school. D.E.
Hutchins bluntly told Australians: ‘neither Adelaide nor Creswick have it in
their power, at present, to impart a first-rate forest training’.37
Lane Poole and Hutchins sought to re-create the empire forestry model of
forestry education in Australia. But their vision of education was not a wholly
new revelation to Australian foresters: a number of professionally foresters lived
in Australia when Lane Poole arrived in 1916. Many leading Australian foresters,
such as J.G. Roger, H.H. Corbin and S.E. Kessell, studied forestry at Oxford
before and after World War I. The Rhodes Scholarship provided the funding for
a number of leading Australian foresters to study forestry at Oxford.38 Roy Lister
Robinson (who stayed in England, was knighted, and headed the British Forestry
Commission), J.H. Chinner and Norman Jolly all studied forestry at Oxford
with the help of the Rhodes Scholarship. Jolly proved to be Lane Poole’s closest
ally throughout Lane Poole’s time in Australia. Jolly studied forestry at Oxford
University and had worked as a forester for two years in Burma before coming
back to Australia to work in a variety of key positions.39 While many of these
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FIGURE 1. University of Adelaide Archives, Prince of Wales Building, University of
Adelaide – 1901.

professional foresters helped Lane Poole, an equal number of them disagreed
with many of his ideas, especially his overtly national and imperial ones.
The issue of how forestry education could lead to national and imperial forestry policies was also a subject of discussion for foresters and colonial officials
throughout the rest of the British Empire. Following World War I, the British
Government created the British Forestry Commission to inquire into ways to
create an imperial surplus of timber in case of future wars or economic hardships.40 The Forestry Commission began holding Empire Forestry Conferences
in 1920.41 Although the officials and foresters who attended the conference did
not hold the same opinions on forestry conservation and education, at the end
of the conferences the attendees voted on resolutions and produced a single
opinion on a subject that was then printed and distributed around the Empire.
Lane Poole attended the 1920 conference on behalf of the Western Australian
Government. One of the suggestions made at the conference was for the creation
of an imperial forestry centre at Oxford, an idea that Lane Poole supported.42
The conference would lead to future meetings of foresters, but Lane Poole had
to go back to work in Western Australia, far away from his colleagues who
agreed with his imperial beliefs.
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Lane Poole continued trying to push through his forestry reforms in Western Australia to centralise the forests into the hands of the Forest Department
during the early 1920s. But he sought to push political and economic elites
too quickly. A variety of economic, political and cultural conditions worked
against Lane Poole’s plans.43 Finally Lane Poole quit his job in 1922 in a fit
of anger after seeing the Forest Department’s plans to reserve and manage the
forests in Western Australia continually disregarded. 44 He quickly garnered
the attention and employment of the Territories Administration for the Commonwealth Government, which eagerly tried to stake an economic claim to its
new League of Nations Mandate, New Guinea, to stave off perceived Japanese
encroachment from the north. 45 He set off to the north and northeast part of the
Mandated Territory of New Guinea, the island of New Ireland, the northern tip
of the island of New Britain and south-eastern Papua near Port Moresby and
Kikori to write a report on the forest resources and the possibility of setting up a
forestry programme for the Commonwealth Government. Two and a half years
later, Lane Poole wrote his report about the forest resources of the islands and
the best way of managing them. 46
In 1924, after his return from the islands, the Commonwealth Government
acted on the advice of the National Senator from Western Australia, Walter
Kingsmill, and appointed Lane Poole to the newly created position of Forestry
Advisor for the Commonwealth Government because of his work in Papua and
New Guinea, his support of the Commonwealth Government and his standing
among influential empire foresters outside of Australia.47 With this position,
Lane Poole helped lobby the Home and Territory Minister George Pierce to
promise to find Commonwealth finances to pay for a national forestry school,
with the location and oversight being undetermined. 48 He also set out to write a
report about the condition of Australian forestry. In February 1925, Lane Poole
submitted a report on forestry to the Commonwealth Government. In the report
he criticised the inability of the states to create a forestry school in Australia and
suggested that only the Commonwealth could create the school: ‘Cooperation
between the Governments of Australia has failed, and the remedy lies now with
the Federal Government’.49 He suggested that the school should not be located
at a university, and instead a new institution should be created.50 He warned
against state jealousy and argued that, ‘there is only room for one good school
in Australia’.51 The report did not directly discuss the expansion of the federal
oversight into state issues, but he suggested that the states consult with the forestry
advisor for advice.52 The door to federal forestry was conveniently left ajar.
The Prime Minister, Stanley Bruce, agreed openly to support Lane Poole’s
plan after the publication of Lane Poole’s report. The Bruce Government used
forestry as a means to expand the Commonwealth’s powers over the states and
to integrate Australia within the larger British Empire for trade and defence and
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emigration by linking ‘men, money, and markets’, as in Bruce’s famous slogan.53
Scientific and industrial development was high on national and imperial economic
agendas during the 1920s.54 Bruce himself emphasised the importance of science
in his first speech as Prime Minister, and throughout his campaigns he stressed
the importance of forestry for the national and imperial economy.55 During his
tenure Bruce brought in imperial scientists to testify on the consequences of
possible changes in national scientific research programmes.56 Forestry was one
of the many areas of industry that Bruce wanted to place under the scrutiny of
state scientists.
The Bruce Government also sought to create a department to oversee the
Commonwealth’s forests and Forestry School. Bruce told an election audience
at Dandengong in 1925:
Recognising the importance of Forestry to Australia, the Government has established a Commonwealth Forestry School for the training of foresters. It also
proposes to establish a Forestry Bureau to advise and assist the state Governments
in matters relating to the development and utilisation of timber resources.57

The Commonwealth Forestry Bureau would oversee the running of the School,
conduct national forestry research for economic and industrial development as
well as advise states on forestry subjects if necessary.58 Lane Poole presided
over the head of the Forestry Bureau since the government had, upon his return,
appointed him as the Commonwealth Forestry Advisor.
With his newfound position, Lane Poole pushed for the creation of a Commonwealth Forestry School at Canberra. Canberra was Lane Poole’s favourite
location for the Forestry School. It had a variety of forests within a day’s drive.
He could also control a Commonwealth School in Canberra better than one in
Adelaide or Melbourne. But this ideal had to wait. The government researched
the possible costs of building and running the Forestry School before it made
a final decision. The Forestry School resided temporarily at the University of
Adelaide. During this time, the Australian Inter-Universities Conference and
South Australian newspapers sought to persuade the Commonwealth Government
to keep the School at Adelaide.59 But South Australia’s lobbying never paid off.
On 9 May 1925, Prime Minister Bruce officially announced that the Australian
Forestry School would be established in the Federal Territory at Canberra, not
at Adelaide University.60 Syndicated newspapers around Australia wrote that,
‘The decision to establish a National Forestry School at Canberra under Federal
auspices had met with general approval’.61 The London based Empire Forestry
Review praised the School as ‘one of the most significant and promising events
in the recent history of Empire sylviculture’.62 It seemed that the Federal School
at Canberra was a popular success at home and abroad.
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THE GREAT DEBATE ABOUT THE AUSTRALIAN FORESTRY
SCHOOL
Bruce’s glowing statement came as a shock ‘without warning’ to many foresters
and politicians, because Bruce had not discussed it with them. 63 A variety of
states rebelled against the proposed plan. South Australians denied fervently that
his decision was popular. Adelaide proponents argued that putting the Australian Forestry School at a technical university devoid of humanities and science
faculties was detrimental to the education of foresters. Sir Douglas Mawson,
a Lecturer in Forestry at Adelaide University, argued that universities offered
a better home than technical colleges for foresters to develop character, learn
sports, and debate.64 Some argued against the proposed School because they
believed that Australia needed more forests, not foresters.65 Others found a more
insidious reason for the placement at Canberra. Samuel Dixon, an environmental
scientist and leading proponent of national parks from South Australia, believed
that Lane Poole manipulated the press by helping to distribute the fallacious
idea that Bruce’s proposal ‘met general approval’. He also thought, like other
South Australians, that Canberra offered a worse environment for the Australian
Forestry School than Adelaide:
The Prime Minster’s announcement that the proposed National Forestry Board
at Canberra meets with general approval is certainly surprising. The originator
of the idea appears to have been Mr. Lane Poole, whose supercilious, ill-founded
objection to the Adelaide school was that South Australia had no forests…The
bleak, cold situation and scanty rainfall of the federal capital does not at all fit
it for teaching forestry…’66

South Australia held out longer than any other state, not sending forestry students
until right before the School opened.67
Queensland initially offered resistance because it had already installed a plan
to send foresters to Oxford University. 68 Yet Queensland’s plan met criticism
from many foresters, even some who had trained at Oxford. In 1916 Hutchins
had argued that Australian foresters needed to study in sub-tropical climates,
such as Australia or South Africa, not in Europe.69 Australian foresters continued this argument. Stephen E. Kessell, the Inspector of Forests for Western
Australia and a graduate of Oxford University discounted the idea that Oxford
University would provide an ideal centre for an Australian foresters education:
‘Referring to the Queensland proposal to send men to Oxford for training in
forestry’ he argued: ‘it would provide a leavening of skilled men, but it would
produce a larger number of half trained men’.70 The different environmental
conditions and the distance of England made it an expensive and less beneficial
method of education than creating an Australian Forestry School. Because the
Commonwealth paid for all students sent to the Australian Forestry School, and
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the Queensland Government paid for any students sent to Oxford, Queensland
eventually quit their plan and started sending students to Canberra. 71
Victoria, which had formerly supported the creation of the Australian Forestry
School, criticised the plan because the Government argued that it already had
a plan in place to educate foresters at Creswick and Melbourne University.72
Victoria was also wary of the expanding Commonwealth Government, which
was moving its capital from Melbourne to Canberra. Prime Minister Bruce,
himself a Victorian, laboured to alleviate any fear that the Commonwealth
might shut down Creswick. He explained in the Sydney Morning Herald, ‘It
was not intended that this school should supplant existing schools under the
control of State Forestry Departments’. 73 Many Victorian foresters who studied
at Creswick criticised the Australian Forestry School for being overly theoretical for the needs of Australia. But Bruce subtly argued that Australian forestry
demanded professional and general foresters: ‘Firstly the specialised training
that was necessary to equip an expert technical forester and secondly, the general
training for every member of the service’.74 The Government of Victoria finally
decided to send its students after receiving assurances that the Commonwealth
Government had no intention of trying to close Creswick.75
A NATIONAL AND IMPERIAL SCHOOL
The Australian Forestry School opened in April of 1927, shortly before Canberra
opened as the official Australian capital. When the students arrived, they stepped
into a School that was designed with national aspirations in mind. Lane Poole
and Jolly decided to construct the School wholly out of Australian timbers. 76
The use of Australian timber presaged the construction of the Imperial Forestry
Institute building at Oxford University in 1950, which was built with timbers
from all around the Empire.77 The flooring at the School included jarrah, Victorian mountain ash, spotted gum, teak, blackbutt, giganitis, Tasmanian myrtle,
cyprus pine, and tallow wood. The doors were made of maple and Victorian
ash. The panelling was cedar, Queensland walnut, maple, and blackwood. The
blackboards were made from red cedar (Figure 2). 78
The School would also be part of a larger imperial network of forestry. Bruce
inaugurated the Australian Forestry School at Canberra in 1928 by telling a
crowd about the forthcoming Empire Forestry Conference:
The Empire Forestry Association, which had held its first meeting in London, and
its second in Canada, will hold its third meeting in Australia next year. It was a
good thing that Australia would be able to offer hospitality to those engaged in
the consideration of imperial forestry matters. Forestry was an imperial matter
as well worthy of that great name.79
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FIGURE 2. NAA A3560 #3743, Entrance Hall to the Australian Forestry School
– 1927.
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Those who supported the School agreed with his imperial sentiment: the proCommonwealth crowd in the dusty, small town responded warmly to the lecture,
proclaiming: ‘Hear, hear’.80
Bruce, Lane Poole and Pierce continued to argue that the Commonwealth
could best manage Australia’s forests. A 1926 Melbourne Argus article that quoted
the Commonwealth Minister for Home and Territories, Senator George Pierce,
mirrored these earlier arguments: ‘…he [Pierce] considered that forestry was
necessarily a Federal responsibility, or that at least it should come more within
the Federal sphere’.81 A Royal Commission on the Constitution of the Commonwealth in Canberra in 1927 also confirms that leading Commonwealth foresters
and officials wanted to gradually expand the powers of the Commonwealth to
encompass the possession and management of state forests.82 The Commission
conveniently opened up an inquiry into the possibility of transferring forestry
lands from the states to the Commonwealth.83 The Commonwealth could only
gain from such a question, and the states could only hold their ground or lose it.
Lane Poole offered his usually colourful opinion about the failure of the states to
create adequate forestry programmes: ‘Summing up the situation regarding the
states, it may, I think, be said that democracy has signally failed in the matter
of forestry’.84 But Lane Poole braved his opinion alone. Other state foresters
disagreed with this interpretation, arguing that the Commonwealth might help
finance state projects, but the management should come from the states, not
the Commonwealth. In the end, the Commission did not comment upon the
forestry questions, although it suggested that the Commonwealth should extend
its powers where federal policy seemed necessary.85 Lane Poole wanted a national forestry policy, but Australian foresters – professional and lay – wanted
to maintain strong state control. Lane Poole then turned to the Empire for the
support of his plans.
Lane Poole and the visiting foresters at the Third Empire Forestry Conference in 1928 wanted to link together Australia to the British Empire through the
School. Conference attendees decided to endow money to award a gold William
Schlich award yearly to the Australian forester with the highest test scores to
remember the famous Inspector-General of Forests in India and professor of
forestry at Cooper’s Hill and Oxford University.86 They also sought to increase
the connection between Australia and the Imperial Forestry Institute at Oxford,
a school that educated foresters throughout the British Empire.87 Foresters at
the Third Conference suggested ‘that the lecturers [at the Australian Forestry
School] should… [take]… a refresher course at the Imperial Forestry Institute
thereby keeping themselves informed of the developments of forestry practice’.88
Non-Australian empire foresters suggested that Australia follow other British
colonies and import trained foresters, such as Western Australia did with Lane
Poole: ‘For the time being, the importation of qualified men should not be ruled
out…’89
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Lane Poole felt that it was important to instil a sense of national and imperial esprit de corps among foresters at the Australian Forestry School as well as
throughout the Empire. He hoped to do so through the Empire Forestry Conference.
An author in the Australian Forestry Journal praised the value of these meetings:
‘In meeting foresters hailing from every part of our mighty Empire, the students
were singularly fortunate, and the lasting value of such contact, lies just in the
direction of stimulating esprit de corps’.90 ‘Espirit de corps’ essentially amounted
to a professional and personal link between foresters of a similar educational
background. Sports were considered an important part of this process. Caused
in part by fears of industrial decline, Baden-Powell and Matthew Arnold, among
other cultural icons, stressed the need for boys and young men to play vigorous
sports amongst each other as a way to build masculinity and friendships.91 Lane
Poole explained to the students at the Australian Forestry School the tradition
of the Cooper’s Hill Cup, a tennis match that existed between the foresters at
Cooper’s Hill, before introducing it as a regular event between foresters in the
School to tighten the imperial bond between the Australian Forestry School and
the British Empire. The Australian Forestry Journal noted how Lane Poole:
‘stressed the importance of the link with the old School at Cooper’s Hill, the

FIGURE 3. A2087/1 #21, Esprit de Corps of the Australian Forestry School Students
– 1927.
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great traditions of which might well serve the students of the youngest Forestry
School in the Empire as a model and an inspiration’.92
‘Professionalisation’ was an equally important aspect of the international
identity of British imperial foresters. For a job to become a profession meant
that to do the job, one needed special training, certification, and approval of a
group of experts. Law, medicine and science became professions that commanded
immense economic, social and political power in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries throughout the British world.93 In this vein, Lane Poole and
some empire foresters tried to make sure that the Australian Forestry School
in Canberra was the only ‘legitimate’ and thus ‘professional’ forestry school in
Australia. Many imperial foresters outside of Australia supported Lane Poole’s
attempt to make the Australian Forestry School the only ‘professional’ school
by passing a resolution: ‘That the higher training of Australian forest officers be recognised for the Canberra School only, and the training of overseers,
foreman, and similar grades as a matter for each state’. 94 The conference also
sought to close down all other Australian forestry schools, including Creswick,
a point that angered many foresters in Victoria who had once been assured that
Creswick would remain open: ‘We are, therefore, unanimously of the opinion
that one of the existing schools should be abolished and the resources of both
concentrated at one centre’.95
THE TROUBLES OF THE 1930S
On one hand, the Australian Forestry School seemed like a success in 1928
because of the support it earned from the leadership of the Nationalist-Country
Government, the positive resolutions at the Third Empire Forestry Conference
that supported it, and the continual influx of students from the states. At the
Inter-University Conference that same year Victoria, Western Australia, South
Australia and Queensland officially allowed for the creation of a four-year
programme – two at a state university and then two at the Australian Forestry
School.96 On the other hand, the School continued to face strong criticism from
foresters and newspapers in Victoria, the state with the most developed forestry
programme. In early November 1929, the Government of Victoria threatened
to create a lectureship in forestry at Melbourne University that would replace
the Australian Forestry School, in blatant disregard for the findings at the Third
Empire Forestry Conference.97 In response to Victoria’s threat, the newly elected
Prime Minister James Scullin supported the Australian Forestry School by reminding Victorians: ‘The Empire Forestry Conference was of opinion that there
was room for only one school’.98 Even with this support, the success of the
Australian Forestry School was by no means guaranteed.
The 1930s witnessed a slow decline in enrolments and financial support of
the Canberra School, revived criticism from New South Wales and Victoria and
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the creation of an antagonistic society of foresters. The global economic depression almost threatened to close the School and the Commonwealth Forestry
Bureau, handicapping the School’s growth.99 The financial relationship between
the Commonwealth and the states during the 1930s continued to lead to political
tensions. Critics of the Commonwealth characterised it as ‘a foreign government
seeking to impose its will…’ and many states were characterised as acting under
the assumption: ‘when in doubt, blame the Commonwealth’.100
Victoria’s foresters continued to criticise the Canberra School for its overly
theoretical brand of forestry. The Government of Victoria finally quit sending
its forestry students to the Australian Forestry School in 1930, creating the first
major fracture in the Commonwealth’s hegemony of national forestry education.101
Jolly disagreed with these sentiments: ‘in most other countries…forestry was
regarded as an important profession’ that deserved more respect.102 The Commonwealth Government continued to support the School. The Commonwealth
Minister for Affairs attacked the longstanding argument that theory precluded
practice, declaring that, ‘the fallacy that academic training could not be practical
still existed in many quarters’.103
The depression and attacks from Victoria almost led to a disaster for the
School. While the depression raged, state and Commonwealth officials sought
retrenchment in the government. The Commonwealth Auditor General and the
Public Service Board condemned the School’s high costs and suggested that
it failed to achieve its intended economic stimulation.104 The Commonwealth
Government chose to ask the Premiers at the Premiers Conference of 1931
whether or not to close or maintain the School. Perhaps the School might
close? The Premiers from Western Australia, Tasmania and New South Wales
all supported keeping the School open.105 The School was saved from closure
for the first time.
Empire foresters from outside of Australia continued to support the Australian Forestry School. Richard St. Barbe Baker, a British forester in Kenya and
the later creator of the Men of Trees society visited the Canberra campus in
June 1931 to give a speech about global deforestation. To solve the problem of
deforestation in Australia he told the audience, ‘you must have highly trained
foresters’. But Australians, he felt, did not support the necessary institutions that
produced these foresters: ‘You have the facilities for training such men at the
Australian Forestry School at Canberra. I cannot help but feel that this valuable
training ground for future foresters is not being given the support it deserves’.106
Lane Poole’s friends in the Empire continued to give him support, but it was
the states that decided to send students and the Commonwealth Government
that paid for the School. Moral support from lone empire foresters could not
help the School to succeed.
After the Premiers saved the school, it maintained its enrolments. By 1934
New South Wales sent fourteen students to the School, South Australia four,
Queensland 17, Victoria six, Western Australia ten and Tasmania four.107 But
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the numbers proved deceptive, showing the birthplace of a student, but not
where they were nominated from. Some students signed up themselves and
were accepted. Seven of the New South Wales students came from outside of
the state because they were not nominated. Two Victorians joined the School
under similar circumstances.108 Queensland maintained the most consistent
relationship with the School, South Australia the least continuous and Victoria
the most turbulent.
1935 witnessed another cleavage between national and state forestry
education. Victoria finally broke entirely from the recommendations of the
Third Empire Forestry Conference when in October 1935 the Government
of Victoria announced that it would grant its own diploma of forestry at Melbourne University.109 In objecting to Canberra, the Melbourne Herald criticised
Canberra’s elite scientific education of officers: ‘Canberra specialised in the
training of officials, or officers trained for well-paid positions…’110 In contrast
to Canberra, Victorian foresters argued Melbourne University and Creswick
offered more ‘practical’ degrees, ‘aimed at training intelligent, well informed
practical foresters’.111 Commonwealth supporters still utilised the report of the
Forestry Conference.112 Senator Sir George Pierce, an initial supporter of Lane
Poole’s Australian Forestry School, ‘vigorously condemned the state jealousy
and non-cooperation…’113
That same year Australian Forestry School graduates formed Australia’s first
society of professional foresters. In 1935 some graduates of the school created
the Institute of Foresters of Australia and barred membership to anyone who did
not graduate with a Bachelor of Science degree or forestry diploma, creating an
atmosphere of tension between ‘professional’ foresters and ‘non-professional’
foresters, such as woodcutters, that lasted until the 1970s.114 The Institute of
Foresters of Australia helped solidify an inchoate professional identity of ‘Australian’ foresters that began with the 1911 Inter-State Forestry Conference. It
published an influential journal of forestry, Australian Forestry, which featured
the publications of foresters who supported national education, such as Lane
Poole and Norman Jolly, throughout the 1930s.
As soon as Victoria quit sending students to the Australian Forestry School,
New South Wales followed suit and stopped sending students in 1936. In 1937,
only South Australia, Western Australia and Tasmania sent students and the
School enrolled five students, less than its average of 7.4.115 Questions about the
continuation of the School arose, but the Commonwealth Government assured
that it would open if the states provided the students.116 The Australian Forestry
School almost closed its doors after graduating 63 students. The Institute of
Foresters of Australia tried to intervene with Victoria and New South Wales to
keep the School open. The Institute helped prompt the Premiers of Queensland,
Western Australia and Tasmania to support the Forestry School, largely because
their states did not have the funding themselves to support their own forestry
schools.117 But New South Wales disliked the ‘academic’ forestry programme at
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Canberra and favoured creating a school that would ‘lend itself to an economic
mobilisation’ of forestry.118 The School remained open – just barely – but other
states also offered differing visions of forestry education and were willing to
pay for it themselves.
The refusal of New South Wales to send students to Canberra frustrated
Lane Poole and led him to contact the New South Wales Premier, Alexander
Mair, directly. Lane Poole believed that E.H.F. Swain, the Commissioner of
Forests in New South Wales, was attempting to undercut the foundations of the
School. Swain had always disagreed with Poole’s overly theoretical and elitist
forestry education, and he instead sought to make forestry pay woodsmen as
well as professional foresters.119 Swain sought to create a system of Australian
forestry education and economics free from British or European influence.120
In response, Lane Poole created a large file critically examining Swain’s career
and writings, identifying his close ties to timber companies, his lack of technical training and his inconsistencies of testimony. Lane Poole sent this file with
a letter to Mair in which he bluntly told Mair that ‘E.H.F. Swain is the one
person primarily responsible for the possibility of the temporary closing of the
Australian Forestry School’.121 He also laid out his personal feelings about the
reasons behind the failings of the School:
The School…has not been a success, and its ambitions have brought it into
conflict with some of the State Forest Services which complain of its efforts
to proselytize State trainees towards Forestry unification, and to teach State
trainees an academic English estate forestry which is the antithesis for instance
of the modern forest development policy of New South Wales, whose basis and
background are economics’122

But the letters did not change the opinion of Mair or the New South Wales
Government, which continued to refrain from sending students to the School
until 1941.
With competing models of education in Victoria and New South Wales that
directly opposed the imperial and pro-Commonwealth School, Lane Poole’s
plans for creating the National Forestry School of Australia had failed. Lane
Poole’s assessment for the failings in the letter to Mair proved correct: the states
rejected the policy of the School because it sought to inculcate an elitist, national
and imperial professional identity among foresters, which might lead them to
eventually push for a single Commonwealth-led national forestry policy. But he
failed to mention another reason for the School’s failures: his strong personality
made him as many enemies as it did friends.
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WORLD WAR II AND ITS AFTERMATH
After World War II the Australian Forestry School maintained its national and
imperial affiliations and also became increasingly global in perspective. World
War II and its consequences changed Australia’s political and cultural relationship
with Great Britain. The fall of Singapore, and Churchill’s admitted inability to
protect the British Empire’s Pacific interests without America, helped prompt
Australia’s swing towards America and away from Britain.123 The School barely
remained open for World War II, and the limited amount of students who studied
left promptly to fight in the war after graduating. After the war ended in 1945
the School began functioning regularly again, and its graduates took jobs back
in forestry. That same year Lane Poole retired, marking the end to the first era
of the Australian Forestry School. Lane Poole was the last leading forester in
Australia to have been born in Great Britain. Maxwell Jacobs, an Australian
forester educated at the University of Adelaide, Oxford University, Forstliche
Hochschule Tharandt in Germany and Yale, became the new Principal of the
Canberra School. He integrated the Australian Forestry School with Australia’s Pacific and Indian Ocean neighbours, helped push forward Lane Poole’s

FIGURE 4. A5823/1 #A1, Third Empire Forestry Conference Group Picture – 1928.
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nationalist ideals, while still remaining outwardly loyal to the British Empire
through the Empire Forestry Conferences.124
Lane Poole’s professional elitism made a lasting impression upon the
identity of professional foresters in Australia that lived on for years after his
retirement and Australia’s drift away from the British Empire. The embrace of
the Empire slowly began to weaken in regards to economics, science and identity in Australia during the 1950s through the 1970s.125 Post-War identities of
foresters – professional or otherwise – became primarily state or national, not
imperial.126 Yet the elitist traditions that Lane Poole instilled remained strong
among Australian Forestry School graduates until the School merged with the
Australian National University in 1965. John Dargavel notes how the graduates
from the Australian Forestry School continued to hold ‘conformist and rightist
set of beliefs and values which were to prove remarkably resistant to change’
well into the 1970s.127 ‘Bush’ foresters and non-professional foresters remained
resistant of the Canberra graduates. One logger, Steve Williams, was quoted,
‘A lot of those new foresters come from Canberra and they have it drilled into
them over there that the average bushman is ruining the forests…When they
come out here, they get officious…’128
The vision that Lane Poole and other empire foresters had for the future
Australian Forestry School did not categorically fail or succeed. The goal to
make the School at Canberra the only forestry school in Australia had failed.
The Australian Forestry School was just one of a number of other Australian
colleges and universities that taught forestry after World War II. But the Australian Forestry School did remain the elite institution for forestry education in
Australia. Many Australian Forestry School graduates bridged inveterate state
divisions between 1927–1945 because Lane Poole succeeded in inculcating a
professional identity based upon national and imperial associations. Yet this
national and professional identity came at a cost – many foresters, politicians,
and woodsman throughout Australia well into the 1970s disliked the School,
its graduates and most especially, Lane Poole.
The Australian resistance to British imperial forestry educational methods
in the 1910s–1940s reveals that the controversy surrounding the elitist empire
forestry model resonated just as loudly in a democratic, white dominion as it
did in British India, Africa or Southeast Asia. In fact, studying the resistance
to colonial forestry systems in the settler colonies of the British Empire offers
new possibilities for understanding colonial conservationism that are not as
easily possible in many of the formal colonies of the British Empire. Australia,
a fiercely democratic society, offers a different and new case study to examine a
variety of resistances to the elitism of colonial forestry programmes. The people
and political parties that fought against empire forestry policies in Australia
were able to more freely and loudly voice their concerns through legitimate
national medias and politics than in India or Africa, where democratic criticism
against British rule was less acceptable. But in the end, the growth of colonial
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conservation during the late nineteenth and early twentieth century – whether
in the white or non-white colonies of the British Empire – was often a process
of erratic growth characterised by adaptation, resilience, and often, as in the
case of the Australian Forestry School, near failure.
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